Most people put their clothes on without a second thought.
But sore hands, stiff joints, limited range of motion, and
overwhelming fatigue can make getting dressed a real
challenge. Many people with arthritis must face this challenge
every morning. If you have arthritis, you may sometimes feel
that you want to stay in bed, give in to fatigue, and just skip
all the effort. Yet, getting dressed and groomed in the
morning can have a positive influence on how you feel about
yourself. If dressing is a problem for you, some of these tips
and tools may help to make it a little easier

Getting dressed in the morning can leave you feeling
worn out before the day even starts, especially if
morning stiffness creates difficulty dressing.
• Fuller cut clothing with larger openings will enable you to slip
garments over your head or step into them. Buying outfits that are
one size larger can make clothes easier to put on.
• Easy to fasten. Closures made of ties, or big buttons instead of
zippers or small buttons can be easier for stiff and painful hands.
Closures in the front are easier than those in the back or on the
side. For women, front-hook bras can be easier to fasten and come
in many styles. Make sure you try them on first for fit and ease of
use. For men, there are “zipper” ties with permanent knot plus a
zipper mechanism that lets you adjust the width of the neck loop,
so you can slip the tie on and off over your head.
• Use Velcro buttons. They work on most standard shirt
buttonholes. You put the buttons through a shirt’s buttonhole and
sew the fabric onto the underside of the opening. Then you replace
the original buttons with pieces of Velcro. Press the two sets of
Velcro together to fasten the shirt.

• Opt for stretchy material such as stretchy knits and with
pants and skirts that have elastic at the waists and longsleeved shirts that have elastic at the wrists.
• Buttonhooks can help you use regular buttons by pulling
the button through the buttonhole. Buttonhooks with
padded handles, such as Good Grips, are easier and less
painful to use.

Other considerations:
• Have a seat. Sit down while you dress. If one arm or leg is
more stiff or painful, place it into the piece of clothing first.
When undressing, remove the stronger arm or leg from the
clothing first, then slip out your achy arm or leg.

• Prep at night. If you’re typically less stiff in the evening,
assemble your outfit the night before you wear it. Lay out
your clothes in the order that you’ll put them on.

If you are having more difficulty than usual with your feet,
include a visit to the podiatrist to make sure any foot problem
is diagnosed and treated. You may need orthotics — inserts
in your shoes that are made using molds of your feet. Gel
cushions, pads, and other supports can also be of help.
Luckily, many good-looking shoes are made today that are
comfortable, adjustable, and easy to put on and take off.

Get help with your feet.
• Elastic shoelaces allow you to slip your shoes on and off.
• Finding shoes that are both comfortable and easy to get on and
off is important. Take time to find the right shoe for every
occasion, whether you are dressing up, walking outside, or just
making your way around the bedroom. Go to a shoe store where
the staff will help you try on and adjust shoes. Your doctor may
know of an orthopedist or other person working in a shoe store in
your area who is knowledgeable about fitting shoes for people
with arthritis
• Wear slip-on or Velcro closure shoes.
• Safety is also important. Bedroom slippers that slip on and off
your feet may be comfortable and easy to use, but they can set
you up for a fall. High heels can also leave you unsteady on your
feet. Low or no heels are a must.

Other gadgets and self-help aids to help you get
dressed more easily:
•A long-handled shoehorn can allow you to wiggle your foot
into a shoe without having to bend all the way down to your
feet.
•A dressing stick is a simple but versatile device that can
maneuver underwear and pants into place, pull slacks and
pants up your legs using the belt loops, push knee-high
stockings or socks down off your legs, pull up zippers, and lift
and pull sweaters and blouses up over your shoulders. It can
also maneuver your shoes in place for easy access.

If your arthritis interferes with basic bathing or grooming tasks,
such as combing your hair, investigate the array of adaptive tools
that can help. Some examples include:
• Long-handled sponges, brushes, combs, and lotion applicators;
padded handles that can be attached to toothbrushes, razors,
and other small items; flossing devices; and hair dryer stands.

• Grabbers can help you pick up clothes that drop to the floor or
that are in hard-to-reach places. They can also help you put
clothes in place in preparation for getting dressed. (Use them to
move clothes in and out of the washer and dryer, as well.)
• Sock aids (as well as stocking and panty-hose aids) are useful
when it is hard to reach your feet to put on socks. The aids have
either a hard or flexible plastic shell that you place inside the
sock. You then pull on straps attached to the shell to put the sock
on.
• Zipper pulls can be attached to front, back, or side zippers. They
can be homemade from string and paper clips or a key ring. A
variety of professionally made pulls are also available for
temporary or permanent use.
• A bracelet clip assist holds one end of a bracelet in place with a
long clip so you are free to use your other hand to attach the
other end more easily.

In addition to getting dressed, remember to do the other things
that help you to look and feel your best. These might include
wearing your favorite jewelry, applying makeup or shaving each
day, going to the barber or hairdresser regularly, keeping your
nails nice with a manicure or pedicure, or even getting massages
to reduce stress and muscle pain.
Dressing and taking good care of yourself, despite the difficulties
of arthritis, will generate feelings of pride, success, and wellbeing. Just because your joints don’t work as well as they used
to doesn’t mean you shouldn’t look your best each day. It may
take a little extra time, but in the end the added effort will be
worth it.

